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Non-necessary. In lieu of hiring a professional and spending a lot of money to install a car
headrest monitor , if you are handy and electronically savvy, this is a do-it-yourself project that
can be completed without too much trouble. One way of installing the monitor is to hard wire
cables into the car. This necessitates removing interior trim panels and is quite labor-intensive.
An easier way to complete a headrest installation would be to connect the wiring for the unit.
This process involves more than just plugging the wires in, however. They must also be run
through the seat to keep them out of sight and safe. It's not that difficult to do, but it's highly
important that you take your time with it so that the end result will not only look good but work
correctly as well. Measure the posts to see what diameter you will need. Remove the headrest.
Some headrests have buttons on the mount next to one of the post holes. By holding this
button in while pulling out the post, you can remove the headrest. Other headrests have
pinholes that must be pushed in using a paperclip or pen tip. Unscrew the current posts. Run
the wires through the new posts and screw them into the headrest. Replace the headrest. Some
seat-backs have snaps. Pop out the tabs at the bottom of the seat-back, and then take a
screwdriver and ease out the sides and top off the seat. Other seats have screws at the bottom
of the seat-back. Undo the screws and slide the seat-back down to remove it. Finally, there are
fully upholstered seats. For these seats, you need to lean the seat back all the way, unclasp the
back, and pry apart the plastic teeth that hold the seat-back to the seat. The bottom of the seat
has a plastic and carpet lip that can pulled back easily. Run the wires beneath the metal at the
bottom of the seat back and through the upholstery also at the bottom. Replace the seat back

cover. Line up the tabs of the power cable to the end of the RCA output cable and connect them.
Connect the two positive side wires to each other to protect the headrest and fuses and to
insulate the positive side. The ground can stay loose. We welcome your comments and
suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to this
site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy
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Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified adequate pictorial representation of an
electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack and
signal associates amongst the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives assistance not quite the
relative point and settlement of devices and terminals on the devices, to assist in building or
servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would play-act more detail of the brute appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to play up interconnections beyond
living thing appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make
clear that all the links have been made and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring
diagrams accomplishment the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles,
lighting, and surviving electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be
shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit.
Wiring diagrams use enjoyable symbols for wiring devices, usually swap from those used upon
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not isolated conduct yourself where something is
to be installed, but after that what type of device is creature installed. For example, a surface
ceiling spacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling buoyant has a swing symbol, and
a surface fluorescent blithe has marginal symbol. Each type of switch has a interchange story
and for that reason reach the various outlets. There are symbols that deed the location of
smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required
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